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We are making a new beginning with the first edition of the newsletter
which will go on to become a regular feature. As I look back nostalgically
on ARIA’s journey the small beginning made in 2015 with the team of
committed seniors (Lovaii, Vishal and Suresh) who formed a task force. 

All of us should feel an immense sense of gratitude to these senior
members who took time off from their busy practices to set up the
foundations of this movement called ARIA. They involved other
members in its activity, making the organisation dynamic and dependent
only on the creativity and collective will of all its members. I remember
being drafted in the core task force when it was expanded in 2018 and
became slowly involved in its activities. My voluntary activities were a
great learning experience as I got an opportunity to learn from the some
of the best RIAs in the country - how they managed their practices, how
they handled specific issues and just generally to get to know them
better. I got to admire them as people not just as leaders.  In turn, over
the past few years a lot of hard work is being done by member
volunteers who I am sure also benefit greatly from the experience
gained by them even while furthering the profession that all of us love
so much. The attempt is to make ARIA professionally managed and run
by its members for its members and to elevate the standards of the
profession to promote investor interests.  

There is a lot of hard work ahead of us at ARIA as week to establish
Investment advisors as the first choice for investors when they think of
personal finance.  As we confidently negotiate our path towards greater
heights for our profession , I urge each one of you to consider
volunteering for ARIA activities so that both you and the profession can
grow.

CHAIRMAN’S NOTE
HARSH ROONGTA

http://www.aria.org.in/


NOTE FROM THE ADVOCACY TEAM

Multiple initiatives by the advocacy team

White paper on “Reimagining Nominations - Making
Succession Smoother and Simpler” written by Mr Pramod,
then general counsel for ICICI with inputs from ARIA
released, followed by detailed conversations across
multiple regulators to implement suggested changes

01

03

02

04

05

Practice guidelines initiated on “Frequency of Risk
Profiling” through White paper with ARIA

Response to multiple consultation papers issued by SEBI

Interaction with SEBI and BSEASL on multiple aspects to
elevate the RIA profession and enable high clarity on RIA
regulations.

WARIA initiative for Women project in progress
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Create awareness about RIA as a profession 

Help women take charge of their investments in this    
 process 

Work towards financial inclusion / empowerment of
women 

Introduce students to this upcoming and promising
career

Renu Maheshwari: We are the Women of ARIA with a goal to
Increase the number of Fiduciary Women Advisors in the
industry by
 

NOTE FROM THE WARIA TEAM

WARIA is an initiative conceptualized by the Women of
ARIA and took its seed with Renu Maheshwari and Dilshad
Billimoria, who are the board members of ARIA, wanting
to help the RIA Women Community, the Women Investor
Community and for the growth of women in finance. The
group has two volunteers right now - Ratnasri and Aparna
and who meet weekly to deliberate on what can be done
to promote our profession.

http://www.aria.org.in/


ARIA we have been involved in different functions since its inception. As the
organization is scaling up to serve you as our most important stakeholder and
growing this community and be establish Gold standards, it is important to focus on
a few vital building blocks. 

You will agree that we can serve this community better when we have a
sustainable resource stream which we can put the best use for uplifting this
community to make the practices scalable and sustainable as we serve our clients.
It all started with initial discussions to approach what we called sponsors back in
2019 and how to get them on board which involved them believing in the vision and
purpose of what ARIA when there was nothing to demonstrate. 

Initially, with the founding members & members who joined in the first year, it was
critical to get this equation right with the sponsors as well where they have to
believe this community growing. 

The second task was to put a price on engagement, we started with a bold face
and met the sponsors face to face, we could see very clearly that they truly
believed in the purpose of ARIA, the people behind whom they see as thought
leaders and the way the landscape was shifting, this got our initial sponsorships. As
we move now we saw that the word sponsorship was quite transactional and today
in the early stages even ARIA and its board requires mentoring and guidance from
the AMC industry through leaders , and this then was re-christened into Partners
as we truly believe these are long term engagements and thus the name partner
engagement team.

Today Lovaii Navlakhi, Amit Kukreja and Vivek Rege are a part of the partner
engagement team. 

While we fulfill our promises for members, we also have a promise to fulfill for our
partners and we take that very seriously, we wouldn’t have been existing today
without them supporting and we thank all our partners from inception who have
believed in us and who gave us the confidence to stand tall and confident and
support our members as we co-create a new history together through ARIA.

NOTE FROM THE PARTNERS-ENGAGEMENT TEAM
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ARIA 2022 Survey mainly suggested that members would love to
understand the various practice models better, to get help in the business
growth, and manage compliance.

Member Engagement Team has taken multiple initiatives to focus on
member expectations.

We worked with an expert and held a workshop on Cyber Security to
ensure our members could comply ahead of schedule. And we are so glad
that Members just LOVED it.

We started RIA Office Visits covering varied practice models. To focus on
concurrent issues, we launched ‘Coffee with ARIA’ and glad that we had a
very large turnout for the e-Coffee :)

Not only that. Looking at the pain points for Members, we got BASL Team
interacting with our members over a few sessions.

And yes, we arranged discussions on Risk Profiling with a special ARIA
exclusive offer from Syntoniq.
  
And stay tuned. We have lined up super insightful workshops in the next
few months.

Anupam Gupta had been invited to share his learning from working with
the finest advisors in India.

And our very own Suresh Sadagopan is conducting a workshop on client
engagements.

We are excited as we bring more powerful sessions and workshops for
members.

The best is yet to come!!!
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NOTE FROM THE MEMBERS-ENGAGEMENT TEAM
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A HELPING HAND IN CRISIS
How Dilshad, Amit and Vishal promptly supported RIA
and MFD community during after the iFast announcement

There was a life-quake in the last week of July in some of the financial advisors’
practices who use tech platforms to run their business. A “life-quake” is a life
event that pulls the rug from under our feet & disorients us.
iFAST India decided to shut their India business on the 22nd of July that they have
been running for the past 14 years. The discontinuation of the usage of pool
account for mutual fund transactions with effect from July 1 was cited as the main
reason behind their decision to wind up the business. iFAST India was also a
member of ARIA. 
Given that some of the ARIA members used iFAST as a primary platform to run
their practice, the ARIA Board members Amit Kukreja, Dilshad Billimoria & Vishal
Dhawan decided to do a technology platform demonstration event where fin-tech
entities were requested to show-case their platforms for financial advisory &
portfolio management practice. It was an online event that spanned for 2 days on
28th & 29th of July. 
Following companies were given the opportunity to demonstrate their platforms.

The event warranted immediate attention to help out the RIAs who are ARIA
members as well as non-members. The demo sessions were done not only to help
RIAs who were impacted by iFAST decision but also for those who have been
contemplating new fintech solutions for running their practice.
The event was highly appreciated by ARIA members for its timely response and by
the fintech solution providers for giving them a timely opportunity to showcase
their solutions to financial advisors.

APART

IFANOW

Investwell

Act Logica01

Finesse03

02

04

05

Plus lab software06

Simply grow technology07
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Mercury08
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STAR SESSIONS CONDUCTED BY ARIA IN
AUGUST 2022 
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STAR SESSIONS CONDUCTED BY ARIA IN
SEPTEMBER 2022 
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Puneet Khurana Neha Porwal Shruti Agrawal

Vineeth Narasimhan 
Director
Kristal Advisors Pvt. Ltd.

Rahul Jain 
Associated with International
Money Matters

Rajanish P 
Sr.Vice President
Sinhasi Consultants Pvt. Ltd.

Vivek Pai 
Managing Director 
AROHA CAPITAL PVT. LTD.

Satya Gautam Vadlamudi 
Founder & CEO
Elystar Investment Management Pvt. Ltd.

CORPORATE 

ASSOCIATE

INDIVIDUAL 

NEW MEMBERS, AUGUST 2022
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Shyam Sunder
Managing Director
PeakAlpha Investment Services Pvt. Ltd.

Darshana Kothari
AVP-Legal & Compliance
Elever Investment Adviser Pvt. Ltd.

Darshana Kothari
AVP-Legal & Compliance
Elever Investment Adviser Pvt. Ltd.

Munish Randev 
Founder & CEO
Cervin Family Office & Advisors Pvt. Ltd.

Amit Gopal
Director
Mercer Wealth (India) Pvt. Ltd.

Amit Gopal
Director
Mercer Wealth (India) Pvt. Ltd.

Kedar Ghaisas
Partner
RC Capital Management

Jagarlapudi Srirama Krishna
Chaitanya
Managing Partner
RW INVESTMENT ADVISORS LLP

Jagarlapudi Srirama Krishna
Chaitanya
Managing Partner
RW Investment Advisors LLP

Neha Kumari
Product Research Analyst SSBA
Innovations Ltd

Arvinder Jit Singh
Managing Partner
Finance First AdvisersShilpa  Dadhich

Company Secretary- Assistant Vice
President
Waterfield Financial and Investment
Advisors Pvt. Ltd.

Karthikeyan Murthy
AVP
Pari Washington Company Advisors 
Pvt. Ltd. 

Shamshad Sheriff
Director
29k Investment Advisers Pvt. Ltd.

NEW MEMBERS, SEPTEMBER 2022

CORPORATE 
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NEW MEMBERS, SEPTEMBER 2022

Arvinder Jit Singh
Managing Partner
Finance First Advisers

Kislay Upadhyay
Principal Officer (Individual RIA)

Pradeep Mahtani
Proprietor

Rajiv Shah
Propreitor

Rajiv Shah
Propreitor

Nikhil Raheja
SEBI RIA

Nandan Madhiwalla
Founder

Sudhindra Krishnachar
RIA

Akhilesh Jain
Propriter

Mithun Aswath
Managing Partner / Principal officer
Kivah Advisors

Rajesh Seth
Partner
Seers Advisors

Rajesh Seth
Manager
Oyepaisa Consulting Private Limited

Pranav Vora
Principal Officer & Managing Partner
Mephezalea MFO LLP

Amit Bivalkar
Director
Sapient Wealth Advisors & Brokers
Pvt. Ltd.

INDIVIDUAL 

ASSOCIATE
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NEW MEMBERS, SEPTEMBER 2022

Chethan Dhruva
SEBI Registered Investment Advisor

Punit M Sethia
Proprietor

Himank Agrawal
Individual

Jagadeesh Babu Kothamasu
Proprietor

Rohan Borawake
Individual Advisor

Rohini Bhan
Individual Advisor

Upasana Mondal
Proprietor

Ketan Sanghvi
Founder

Chandan Singh Padiyar
Financial Planner

INDIVIDUAL 

Varun Ginodia
Proprietor

Sudheer M
Financial Planner 

Meghana Tilak
RIA- Individual

J Satheesh Kannan
Investment Adviser

Abhishek 
Proprietor

Kumar Nathani
Registered Investment Adviser

Sudheer M
Financial Planner 

Manu Chhabra
Owner
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ARIA MEMBERSHIP DETAILS

MEMBERS AS OF 30th SEP 2022

Members as
of 31st

MARCH 2022

Members as
of 30th SEP

2022

GRAND TOTAL

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

INDIVIDUAL - ANNUAL MEMBERS

INDIVIUDAL - LIFE MEMBERS 

NON- INDIVIDUAL - LIFE MEMBERS

ASSOCIATE-ANNUAL

TOTAL MEMBERSHIP - ANNUAL 

TOTAL MEMBERSHIP - LIFE

NON- INDIVIDUAL - ANNUAL MEMBERS

287

149

28

177

63

19

82

28

240

47

216

109

24

133

40

17

57

26

149

41
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Nomination under various
financial assets need a
review

Read more...

Quoted in Mint, ARIA
Chairperson - Harsh Roongta

Technology mutual funds
performance

Read more...

Quoted in Money9
Vishal Dhawan

After a 3-month halt; it's
raining mutual fund NFOs 
in July

Read more...

Quoted in Business Today
Vishal Dhawan

Quoted in Business Standard
Lovaii Navlakhi

Ladder your FDs to avoid
the risk of reinvestment

Read more... 

ARIA IN MEDIA AUGUST 2022
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https://www.linkedin.com/posts/aria-india_leadership-finance-strategy-activity-6956122512279678976-QKvy?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_desktop
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/aria-india_leadership-finance-strategy-activity-6956122512279678976-QKvy?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_desktop
https://youtu.be/pIOOLJhLWCg
https://youtu.be/pIOOLJhLWCg
https://www.businesstoday.in/latest/economy/story/after-a-3-month-halt-its-raining-mutual-fund-nfos-in-july-343238-2022-07-31
https://www.businesstoday.in/latest/economy/story/after-a-3-month-halt-its-raining-mutual-fund-nfos-in-july-343238-2022-07-31
https://www.businesstoday.in/latest/economy/story/after-a-3-month-halt-its-raining-mutual-fund-nfos-in-july-343238-2022-07-31
https://www.businesstoday.in/latest/economy/story/after-a-3-month-halt-its-raining-mutual-fund-nfos-in-july-343238-2022-07-31
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6963092196325535744
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6963092196325535744
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6963092196325535744
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Mutual Fund intermediation:
What Lies Ahead for the
Industry

Read more...

Quoted in Mint
Renu Maheshwari 

Advise for investing in
commodities, SIPs, NFOs,
Mutual funds at the right
time and the right plan to
invest

Read more...

Quoted in Money9, ARIA
Chairperson -  Harsh Roongta

Reduce borrowing cost
with loan against SGBs

Read more...

Quoted in Business Standard  
Dilshad Billimoria 

Quoted in Business Standard
Lovaii Navlakhi

Fed-induced market
volatility could spur
demand for gold

Read more... 

ARIA IN MEDIA SEPTEMBER 2022
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https://lnkd.in/dTFQRCMm
https://lnkd.in/dTFQRCMm
https://in.linkedin.com/in/renu-maheshwari-finplanner?trk=public_post_share-update_update-text
https://lnkd.in/dk7j775i
https://lnkd.in/dk7j775i
https://in.linkedin.com/in/harshroongta?trk=public_post_share-update_update-text
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6972530903826739201
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6972530903826739201
https://in.linkedin.com/in/dilshadbillimoria?trk=public_post_share-update_update-text
https://in.linkedin.com/in/dilshadbillimoria?trk=public_post_share-update_update-text
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6976460566261305344
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6976460566261305344
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6976460566261305344
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AMIT KUKREJA RENU MAHESHWARI

ROHIT SHAH SURESH SADAGOPAN VIVEK REGE

LOVAII NAVLAKHI

TARUN BIRANI
Treasurer

VISHAL DHAWAN
 Vice Chairman

HARSH ROONGTA
Chairman

DILSHAD BILLIMORIA
 Treasurer

KNOW YOUR BOARD MEMBERS
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an individual and to make provision for the family. An early lesson that my grand-
mother taught me was to be kind to those who are less endowed than yourself.
Love for reading was endemic to our family even during those days when buying
books was out of question. Libraries were a constant source of fascination for me. 

Leisure activities :
I love to go trekking or for long walks with friends or spend time chilling with family. 

Professional background :
Frankly it was not a very planned decision. When I exited from the startup
Apnapaisa I was at a loose end. I had signed a non compete with the acquirers
which meant that I could not do what I had done so far and I was still too young to
retire 😊. I had acquired an Investment advisory license in my personal name during
the Apnapaisa days which was inactive. I activated that license and started the
investment advisory practise. I soon realised my earlier experience was extremely
valuable for clients and I was thoroughly enjoying the investment advisory practise.
In fact this has been the most fulfilling phase of my long professional life. 

Regrets :
I have always said publicly that if I was to live my life all over again, there is not a
single assignment that I would not do again. If at all there is an unfulfilled wish it is
that I should spend some more time teaching/coaching. 

Family background and upbringing :
Harsh Vardhan Roongta born on 28/02/1961. I spent a happy
childhood growing up in a large middle class joint family staying
in cramped flat in Mumbai. My father and 4 of his brothers
were all professionals (3 company secretaries, One cost
accountant and one architect). I grew up being aware of the
importance of not just academic education to better oneself as  

KNOW YOUR BOARD MEMBER
HARSH ROONGTA 
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Biggest challenge for business :
Managing growth and managing the human resources/technology challenges that crop
up with it are the biggest challenges. On both of them I am now beginning to use my
earlier startup experiences to overcome them and look to scale the practice.

Things that needs a dramatic change in the financial services industry :
a) Account aggregator services : Once it is fully operational in the manner envisaged, it
gives the power of your own data in your own hands. This will allow clients to use the
credibility that they have built up in their day to day lives be it renting an apartment,
getting married, getting health services, getting jobs, finding targeted training
opportunities , getting insurance, getting a loan, obtaining investment advisory services
, etc. 
b) Common regulator across financial products (RBI +one other regulator)  and common
customer ombudsman across all financial products (including banking) as proposed by 
 Justice Srikrishna in the Financial sector legislative reforms Commission (FSLRC)
report. 

Both these reforms are structural reforms and seem way out of my pay grade to
influence. The advocacy group has given me an opportunity to be in touch with
Sahamati.org and have a window on the happening in the account aggregator space. 
 The fortnightly newspaper column I write gives me the opportunity to influence to a
limited extent the discussion on these issues. 

Thoughts on retirement :
I doubt I will retire while still being physically capable. But I definitely would like to take
up wider role in the financial sector to touch as many lives as I possibly can. I would
definitely like to increase my involvement with Pro-bono work in the area of financial
education and awareness at some point in an organised fashion. 

Biggest cause in our industry that needs your time expertise and assistance :
I think for now the biggest cause would be to generate opportunities for RIAs to
showcase their skills and benefits they can bring to clients. My dream project would be
a public campaign to highlight the advantages of dealing with a licensed investment
advisor with fiduciary responsibilities. Another dream project would be to generate
group opportunities for RIAs in practise areas such as Insurance policy nominees who
receive payout on death of the bread earner but have very little idea on how to utilise
the payout. Some kind of a tie up with the Insurance industry that will provide this much
needed service for the family members of the policy holder as well as open up practise
area for RIAs.

http://www.aria.org.in/


 

The family sees me (I guess) as an organised, analytical guy, not wanting to get
into confrontation. I think they think I work too hard.

Money values while growing up : 
Make every rupee work to the maximum. Grew up on public transport - easier
since Mumbai thrives on it. Limited pocket money. Going with my grandmother to
a fine dining restaurant for a snack as a kid was a treat.

Professional background :
My last employment was running personal finance for a dotcom in 2001. Some 10-
12 colleagues were investing in Mutual Funds based on my advice. I continued
helping them after I was "pink slipped" (the hep term for losing my job) in the
dotcom crash; and as I helped them (and looked for a job which took a while
finding), I realised this is exactly what I would love to do.

Regrets :
None whatsoever, other than - could I make an impact on more clients.

Biggest challenge for business :
Challenges have changed over time. Fortunately, I have a wide ranging "advisory"
board among my clients with different skillsets. They have always helped in
shaping my business and solving my issues.
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KNOW YOUR BOARD MEMBER
LOVAII NAVLAKHI

Family background and upbringing :
Born, brought up, studied and spent initial working years in
Mumbai. After my B Com, completed my Masters in
Management Studies from S P Jain Institute. The first year
of this course, overlapped with a Journalism program that I
did from St. Xavier's. Worked first decade in Mumbai with
Nelco and Cipla.

http://www.aria.org.in/
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Best investment decision :
Deciding to attend international FPA conferences and Retreats - it helped expand
my learning and connect with so many friends/ experts within the industry, both
from India and abroad.

Worst investment decision :
Am sure I haven't made it yet!

Do you have a financial advisor? 
Yes, and I believe every person must. Else, despite the knowledge that we
possess, our emotions come in the way of our investment decisions.

Financial preparedness for your goals :
Oh yes. One of the benefits of getting into this profession was the ability to apply
financial planning concepts to my own goal.

http://www.aria.org.in/
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KNOW YOUR COMMITTEES

Dilshad Billimoria

Renu Maheshwari

Amit Kukreja

BOARD MEMBERS

BOARD MEMBERS

BOARD MEMBERS

BOARD MEMBERS

BOARD MEMBERS

Renu Maheshwari
Vishal Dhawan

Lovaii Navlakhi

Renu Maheshwari
Suresh Sadagopan
Rohit Shah

Tarun Birani
Harsh Roongta
Rohit Shah

Harsh Roongta

Dilshad Billimoria

Vivek Rege

Trupti Muralidhar

Abubakr Siddique

Uday Dhoot

Ratnasri Karra

Biharilal Deora

VOLUNTEERS

VOLUNTEERS

VOLUNTEERS

VOLUNTEERS

Rishad Manekia

Kanika Shah

Shailendra Kumar

Aparna Aggarwal

S R Srinivasan Jay Thacker
Jigar Patel Nehal Mota
Ravi Sarogi

MEMBER ENGAGEMENT COMMITTEE

NEW MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE

ADVOCACY COMMITTEE

WARIA

PARTNER ENGAGEMENT COMMITTEE
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KNOW YOUR COMMITTEES

Tarun Birani

BOARD MEMBERS

BOARD MEMBERS

BOARD MEMBERS

Vivek Rege
Harsh Roongta

Tarun Birani
Lovaii Navlakhi
Dilshad Billimoria

Amit Kukreja
Vishal Dhawan

Dilshad Billimoria

MEDIA COMMITTEE

TECHNOLOGY/ WEBSITE

ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE

http://www.aria.org.in/


Call Us
+91 9819226808

Website
www.aria.org.in 
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THANK YOU

tel:919819226808
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